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Y7 English
Key Quotes and
Writer’s Craft

He…poured a thin
stream of white
powder into the
decanter before
crumpling the
paper’’

Unit: Fantasy worlds
Plot

Chapter
1

Details
Lyra, a young girl, and her daemon, Pan, are spying on the House Master in Jordan College, a school at Oxford University. Hidden in the wardrobe,
they see the Master pour a poison into wine that is intended for Lord Asriel, her dark, mysterious uncle. As he is about to drink it, Lyra warns him in
time.

‘’This strange
hulking presence
gnawing its meat
was like nothing
she had ever
imagined.’

2-4

Lyra hears a presentation that her uncle gives about a mysterious phenomenon called ‘Dust.’ Asriel prepares to go back north, to continue his
research. Children begin to go missing – assumed taken by ‘Gobblers.’ Mrs Coulter arrives, who has a sinister golden monkey for a daemon. She
takes Lyra to London. The Master gives Lyra an alethiometer.

They clung
together like
survivors on a
shipwreck, clinging
together on a
desolate coast.’
‘’She cried out in a
wild yell, and other
witches circled and
flew towards the
balloon.’

5-7

Lyra is taught by Mrs Coulter. But, the revelation that she is the Head of the Gobblers (and the behaviour of her daemon monkey) prompts Lyra to
run away. Homeless, she is saved by the Gyptians. They protect her from a massive manhunt. John Faa decides they should head north to rescue the
children. Lyra learns she is Asriel and Mrs Coulter’s daughter.

8-10

Lyra learns to use the alethiometer. 170 men are rounded up to journey north. Lyra insists on joining them. Lyra and Pan capture a clockwork beetle.
The journey begins. Lyra and Fader Coram visit the witch consul. They get information from Dr Lanselius. On his advice, they visit the bear – Iorek
Byrnison – who agrees to help if they get him his armour back.

Themes

11-12

Through the northern lights, Lyra sees a city, and the daemon of the witch Serafina Pekkala. It speaks of ‘dust-hunters’ at Bolvanger. With Lee
Scoresby’s aid, Lyra helps Iorek to reclaim his armour. Iorek takes Lyra to the next village, where they find a child that has been ‘severed.’

Religion
Fate vs. Free Will
Identity
Power
Politics
Ethics
Lies and deceit
Innocence
Sacrifice

13-14

The boy dies. It was Tony: the taken boy. Lyra learns that it will be hard to free Asriel from guarding bears. She talks to Lee about his balloon. Lyra is
captured by hunters. She concocts a story about who she is. Annie, Bella and Martha tell her children are taken away from this place.

15-16

In this new place (Bolvanger) Lyra sees her friend, Roger. They find the severed daemons in an isolated building. Mrs Coulter arrives, and Lyra
overhears talk about a new guillotine. Lyra is caught spying, and is about to be ‘severed’ in the guillotine, before Mrs Coulter intervenes.

17

Mrs Coulter asks Lyra for the alethiometer. Lyra gives her the captured spyfly, which attacks her. Lyra sets the place ablaze. She saves the children. A
fight ensues, involving Tartars, Gyptians, witches, and Ionik. Lyra is rescued by Serafina and escapes in Lee’s balloon.

18-21

Whilst Lyra is asleep, Scoresby and Serafina talk about fate, free will, and Lyra’s destiny. Cliff-ghasts attack the balloon and Lyra is thrown out, where
she is captured by a bear. She learns more about bears from mad Professor Jotham Santelia in her cell, before she then meets Iofur, the king of the
bears, who wishes to have his own daemon like a human. Iorek battles Iofur and beats him, becoming king of the bears. They go to Asriel, who
panics until he sees Roger. He tells Lyra that Dust makes the alethiometer work, and that Dust is another word for original sin. Lyra offers Asriel the
alethiometer, but he rejects it.

22-23

Asriel takes Roger – he intends to use Roger sacrificially. Iorek takes Lyra to Asriel, but she must cross the damaged bridge alone. Roger is killed & a
new world opens – Asriel crosses into it. Lyra decides to save Dust and follow him.

Characters
Lyra Belacqua – Serafina Pekkala - Iorek Byrnison - Mrs Coulter

Key concepts,
ideas and
context
Philip Pullman –
Philip Pullman is
a British
novelist, bestknown for
writing the His
Dark Materials
series. The first
book from the
series, ‘The
Northern Lights
(known as the
Golden Compass
in North
America) won
the 1995
Carnegie Medal.
Pullman was
originally born in
Norwich, and
only began fulltime writing in
1996, after a
career as a
teacher. He
describes
himself as
‘technically
agnostic’ in his
religious beliefs.
He has
frequently
criticised the
oppression of
organised
religion on the
masses, and
condemned the
human rights
abuses of the
church.

Vocabulary

Word
Fate

Freewill

Quest

Peril

Definition
the development of
events outside a
person's control,
regarded as
predetermined by a
supernatural power.
the power of acting
without the constraint
of necessity or fate;
the ability to act at
one's own discretion.
A search for something

Serious/immediate
danger

Antagonist

a person who actively
opposes or is hostile to
someone or something.

Anti-hero

A character that lacks
the characteristics of a
typical hero
Leading character in a
film/novel.

Protagonist
Courageous

Not afraid of danger or
pain

Y7 Maths 1A
Using a calculator
A scientific calculator uses the order of
operations, but you need to key in sequences
correctly.
e.g. 36 x 7 – (45 + 18) ÷ 3²
Calculator key sequence:
36

Substitution of Numbers for Letters

Use of Letters to Represent Numbers

The value of an expression can be found by
substituting each variable with a numerical value

A letter represents a number in an expression. It is
called a variable.
These are some example of algebraic expressions
in variables a, b, c and d.

When a = 7

When b = 4

A+ 3= 7+ 3

5–b=5-4

a + 4 (the sum of a and 4, or a plus 4)

= 10

=1

6-b (6 subtract b, or b less than 6)
5c (the product of 5 and c, or 5 groups of c)

× 7 − ( 45 + 18 ) ÷ 3 𝑥 2 =

36 x 7 (45 + 18) ÷ 3² = 245

Multiplying and Dividing efficiently without a
calculator
Reordering

2 x 45 x 5 = 45 x 2 x 5
= 45 x 10
= 450
Doubling and halving
234 x 8 = 234 x 2 x 2 x 2
= 468 x 2 x 2
= 936 x 2
= 1872
648 ÷ 4 = 648 ÷ 2 ÷ 2
= 324 ÷ 2
= 162
Distributive law and partitioning
23 x 199 = 23 x (200 – 1)
= 23 x 200 – 23 x 1
= 4600 – 23
= 4577

When c =Numbers
8
When d = 30
Rounding
Use
4c =a 4number
x 8 line to help
d with
= 30rounding.
If the check digit is 4 or less, round down.
32 check digit is 5 or more,
6
6round up.
If=the
e.g 53516 = 53520 (to the
10)
= nearest
5
53516 = 53500 (to the nearest 100)
53516 = 54000 (to the nearest 1000)
53516 = 50000 (to the nearest 10000)

Order of Operations
The order is usually:
First brackets,
Next indices,
Followed by multiplication and division, usually
from left to right,
Finally addition and subtraction, usually from left to
right.
e.g.
145 ÷ 5 + (33 – 7) x 2³ Brackets
= 145 ÷ 5 + 26 x 2³
Indices
= 145 ÷ 5 + 26 x 8 Division and multiplication
= 29 + 208
Addition
= 237

d
7

(divide d by 7)

Factors, Multiples and Prime Numbers

5 x 6 = 30
5 and 6 are factors of 30.
30 is a multiple of both 5 and 6.
1,2,4,8 and 16 are factors of 16.
1,2,3,4,6,8,12 and 24 are factors of 24.
The common whole number factors of 16 and 24
are 1,2,3 and 8.
The HCF of 16 and 24 is 8.
The first three common whole number multiples
of 4 and 6 are 12,24 and 36.
The LCM of 4 and 6 is 12.
The first ten prime numbers are:
2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29
As 36 = 2x2x3x3
2 and 3 are called prime factors of 36.

Y7 Maths 1B
Letters to Represent Numbers
Letters represent the number of something for
example one bike has two wheels, two bikes
have four wheels. So any number of bikes have n
x 2 or 2n number of wheels, where the letter n
represents the number of bikes.
n is a variable and 2n is an algebraic expression

Substituting Numbers for Letters
The process of replacing each variable
with a number to calculate the value of an
algebraic expression in called substitution
Total mass = (35t + 12u) grams
When t = 2 and u = 11
Total mass = 35x2 + 12 x 11 (substitute the
values of t and u)
= 70 + 132
= 202 grams

Addition and Subtraction of Linear
Expressions
Addition and subtraction are carried out by
removing brackets and collecting like terms.
For example,
(4a – 3b) + (a + 2b)
=4a – 3b + a + 2b
=4a + a -3b + 2b
=5a – b

(2n + 3m) – (4n -5m)
= 2n + 3m – 4n + 5m
= 2n – 4n + 3m + 5m
= -2n + 8m

Like Terms and Unlike Terms
In an algebraic expression, the parts separated by
plus or minus signs are called the terms of the
expression.
For example:
The terms of 2x -3y +8 are 2x, -3y and 8
When two terms have identical variable parts they
are called like terms. When two terms are not like
terms, they are called unlike terms.

Like terms
2s, 5s
8x2, 7x2

Equations in One Variable
x+8 = 11 is called an equation in one variable, x. The equal
sign ‘=’ indicates that both sides of the equation are equal.
x+5 = 11
5x = 2x + 9
10 = 8a + 6

Writing expressions
Add 3j to k:
k + 3j
Subtract 34m from 7t: 7t – 34m
Multiply 6s and p:
6s x p
=6xsxp
= 6ps
Divide (6h-2a) by 5
= (6h-2a) ÷5
6ℎ−2𝑎
=
5
Writing formula
Read the situation carefully
Draw a bar model to represent the situation, if necessary
Use variables to stand for some quantities
Express other quantities in terms of the variables from the
given information
Set up a formula to connect the variables
e.g. speed is found by dividing distance by time
d
s=
t
Writing Equations to Solve Problems

Unlike terms
6s, 9t
10y, 2y2

Multiplication, Division and Combined
Operations of Integers
2 x (-5) = -10 (-2) x (-3) = 6
These rules are the same for division
and combined operations
(-12) x (-5) ÷10
= (12x5) ÷ 10
= 60 ÷10
=6

Writing Algebraic Expressions and Formulae

p = t ÷5 where p = the number of plates and
t = the total number of meatballs he has
p = 30 ÷5
p=6
Ewan has now made 60 meal balls and wants to have 6
meatballs on each plate.
p = t ÷ 6 where p = the number of plates and
t = the total number of meatballs he has
p = 60 ÷ 6
p = 10

Y7 Maths 1C
Notation in Algebra

Equations

Example 1:
2(4 ) = 8

An equation has an unknown and
contains an =, allowing us to solve it and
find the variable.

-4(6f) = -24f

Example 2:
3(4c + 6) = 12c + 18
2(7 – t) = 14 – 2t
Example 3:
-5(4h – 2) = -20h + 10

Algebra uses letters to represent
numbers or unknowns.
Add
+y
Subtract = – y
Quotient = ÷ y or

Expression with brackets

𝑥
𝑦

Product = x y or y

3 mean 3 x or + +
Algebraic Expressions
3Expressions
means x are
x letters and
numbers connected
mathematically. For
example
4y + 5 or 10 – 7g are both
expressions

Substitution
We can substitute into algebraic
expressions when we are given a
value to use
e.g. when P=8 and t=-3
find the value of 2p + 3t
2 x p + 3 x t we know p=8 and t=-3
2 x 8 + 3 x -2 becomes 16 + (-6) so
16 – 6 = 10
Addition and Subtraction of
expressions

Like and Unlike Terms

For example:

Terms are the individual parts of
an expression, for example 3a +
4b has two terms: 3a and 4b

(4b + 5c) + (2b + 7c)

Like terms are those that share
identical variable parts, ie the a

= 6b + 12c

3a + 4a both share an a so this
can be simplified to 7a
3a2 + 4a do not share any parts as
a2 and a are not identical

= 4b + 2b + 5c + 7c

e.g. + 3 = 8 or 2 + 6 = 16

Basic Skills for Solving Equations
The solution is the value that makes both
the equation
equal
(a) sides
Add aofterm
to both sides
e.g. x – 4 = 7
so we +4 to both sides
x–4 +4 =7 +4
x = 11
(b) Subtract a term from both sides
e.g. f + 8 = 11
so we -8 from both sides
f +8 – 8 = 11 – 8
f=3
(c) Multiply both sides by a number
𝑡
e.g. = 7
3
so we multiply both sides by 3
𝑡
. x3 =7 x3
3
t = 21
(d) Divide both sides by a number
e.g. 3x = -18
so we divide both sides by 3
3x ÷ 3 = -18 ÷ 3
X = -6

(8fFormulae
– 3g) – (3f + 6g)
A formula is a rule that connects two or more variables
= 8f
– 3f
(-3f)
- 6g
We
can+use
substitution
alongside formulae to find values
Area = ½ x b x h
where b = 5 and h = 4 so Area = ½ x (5) x (4) = 10
= 5f – 9g

Solving worded problems
We solve equations involving
brackets by first expanding the
brackets and then solving e.g.
3(m – 4) = 21
Expand 3(m-4) to get 3m-12 so
3m – 12 = 21
We first add 12 to both sides
3m – 12 + 12 = 21 + 12 so
3m = 33
Then we divide by 3
3m ÷ 3 = 33 ÷ 3
M = 11

Equations involving brackets

Steps to solving worded problems:
1. Firstly read each part of the
questions carefully
2. Use a letter to represent the part
that is unknown or draw a
picture
3. Write each quantity as a term
4. Write an equation using the
terms
5. Solve the equation to find the
unknown

For further revision use Kerboodle with your
personal login.

Y7 Biology

Y7 Chemistry

Sublimation is the change of state from a
solid to a gas, it is very rare to happen, but an
example of this is carbon dioxide used as
stage smoke.

Y7 Physics

A solid moves
through a gas.

A solid moves
through a liquid.

Y7 History

Year 7 History Knowledge Organiser: Medieval Life
Key Terms
King’s Courts
Church Courts

Archbishop of
Canterbury
Magna Carta

Black Death

Bubonic Plague

Pneumonic Plague

Freeman

Villain

Statute of Labourers

Poll tax

Peasant’s Revolt

Law courts which were controlled by
the King and his justice.
These were controlled by the church
for religious offences and for any
crimes committed by the clergy.
The head of the Church in England.
He was appointed by the Pope.
The document that King John was
forced to sign by the barons in 1215
that limited some of his power.
The disease that affected England
from 1348 onwards. It is estimated
that it killed 40% of the population.
The more common Plague that was
carried in the bloodstream of rats.
Fleas bit the rats and become
infected. They then hopped onto
humans, bit them and passed on the
disease.
This was more deadly. It was caught
by breathing in the germs when an
infected person coughed or sneezed.
They would cough up blood and their
lungs rotted inside them.
These people paid rent to the lord to
farm their land, but they weren’t
‘owned’ by the Lord, and could come
and go as they pleased.
They were Medieval peasants who
were ‘tied’ to the Lord’s land. They
had to farm their own land and the
land of the Lord, and they had to get
the Lord’s permission to do things
like get married or leave the village.
This Statute (law), passed after the
Black Death, said labourers could not
earn more than 2 pence per day. It
was bitterly resented by the peasants.
Introduced by King Richard II to pay
for the Hundred Years War.
Everyone had to pay 4p every year –
later increased.
A popular revolt in 1381 against the
rule of Richard II, his advisors and
taxation led by Wat Tyler.

How significant was religion in the Middle Ages?

The Catholic Church: -Christianity existed in England before the Norman
invasion in 1066. However, the Normans cemented the power of the Catholic
Church in England. -By 1100, most countries in Europe followed Roman
Catholicism(they were Catholic). -Other major religions during this period
were Muslims (Islam) and Jews (Judaism). -The Catholic Church worked
across countries and it had a very clear hierarchy, starting with the Pope and
ending with priests in villages and towns. -There were also Catholic monks
and nuns. These were people who lived apart from other people and who
dedicated their lives to God and Catholicism. -The Pope was seen as God’s
representative on earth. As a result he could not be questioned. -The
Catholic Church was extremely rich. It owned a huge amount of land and
received money through the tithe.
Heaven, Hell and Purgatory:
Life after death was very important to people during the Middle Ages.
Christians believed that if you followed the Church’s rules and led a good life,
you would go to heaven.
If you didn’t follow the Church’s rules or lead a good life, Christians believed
that you would go to purgatory or hell.
Most people during the Middle Ages could not read or understand Church
services (they were in Latin).

The Black Death (1348-9)
Causes
God deserting mankind/ unusual position of the planets/ impure air from
a volcano or earthquake/ the Jews
Treatments
Ask for God’s forgiveness/ bleeding/ purging/ strong smelling herbs/
theriaca/ lancing buboes
Prevention
Pray/ Pilgrimage/self-flagellation/ escape!/ carry a posy of flowers/ do
joyful things!/ quarantine laws
Causes of the Peasants Revolt

The Black Death had killed many people. Those that survived could
demand higher wages for their work. But in 1351, King Edward III
reduced wages. A new called the Statue of Labourers said people
couldn’t earn more than they did before the Black Death.
In 1380 the young king Richard II introduced the Poll Tax as he
needed money for his wars with France. Everyone over the age of 15
had to pay 5p, regardless of how wealthy or poor they were. In
previous years this had only been 1p.

Doom Paintings were used to help people to understand and to show them
what would happen if they didn’t follow the church’s rules.

Peasants were forced to be ‘serf’s an work for the local lord without
getting paid, in return for the land that they were given to grow
crops on.

Consequences of the Peasants Revolt

Many peasants had to work for free on church land, sometimes up to
two days in the week. This meant that they could not work on their
own land which made it difficult to grow enough food for their
families. Peasants wanted to be free of this burden that made the
church rich but them poor. They were supported in what they
wanted by a priest called John Ball from Kent. Ball was a Lollard
priest and began preaching about the peasants rights to freedom

23rd June 1381 Richard II withdraws all of the charters that were agreed
with Wat Tyler.
5th July 1381 The rebels from Fobbing are executed. In the weeks that
follow some 1500 rebels are executed.
13th July 1381 John Ball is captured. He is tried for treason the following
day. Found guilty he was hung, drawn and quartered on 15th July 1381.
All the unpopular taxes were abolished and the King stopped fighting
with the French.
Within 50 years many of the Peasants were allowed to buy their
freedom and so could move about the country without restriction.

Y7 Geography
Topic
Little Britain Physical Features
This will help you to answer the following key
questions:
A.
B.
C.
D.

B

A

C

Relief
Rainfall

What factors determine Britain’s climate?
What type of rainfall does Britain experience and why?
Why do Britain’s climate conditions vary?
How does climate affect people

Look at this knowledge organiser
can you explain why Britain’s
climate conditions vary?

Key terms and definitions
Condensation change from water vapour to

D

Convectional
Rainfall

a liquid as air cools

Evaporation change from a liquid to water

L

vapour as air warms

A

Precipitation anything that falls from a

P

cloud. Rain, hail, sleet of snow.
Relief the shape of the land

Frontal
Rainfal
l

Climate the average weather conditions

Aircraft grounded
Schools shut
More accidents on the road
More people having accidents
slipping over
More salt needed on the roads
Elderly people get too cold in
their homes

over a length of time i.e. month or year

Mild warmer than average for the time of

Warm air rises

year

Cools and condenses

Agriculture Farming

Forms a cloud

Continental from the land

Cloud gets too heavy
and rains

Maritime from the sea

D

Roads blocked

Food shortages in the shops

Can you say SO WHAT to explain
the impact further to gain further
elaboration marks?

Y7 RE and Philosophy

Y7 Life Studies

Transition
Cansfield High School Leadership Team

Heads of Faculties

Head Teacher – Dr Baker

Humanities – Mr Forshaw

Deputy Head Teacher – Mrs J Jones

English – Miss Tierney

Senior Assistant Heads – Mrs Daniels, Mr Swain, Mrs
Shoreman

Maths – Miss Archer

Assistant Head - Mrs Rothwell

CADT – Mr Dickinson

Associate Assistant Head – Mr Robinson
SENCO – Mrs Gibson-Glynn

MFL – Mr Siddall
Science – Mrs Allsop
Performance – Mr Mugan

Lead Practitioner – Mrs Ainscough

Things to Remember
~ Look at the school map often & learn the room numbers. Remember where all your lessons will take place & the
names of your teachers.
~ Learn your timetable & remember when you have different lessons. You could colour code your timetable so that
you know when you have different lessons. This will help you remember books & equipment.
~ Get into the habit of interacting with your knowledge organisers so you are fully prepared for lessons.

Y7 French

Y7 German

Y7 Physical Education

Components of SKILLRELATED Fitness

Acronym

Component

Definition

Test

Sports/Activities
Essential Within

Importance for success

P

Power

The product of strength and speed.
Expressed as the work done in a unit
of time
Power= Force (Kg) x Distance
(m)/time (min/s). The answer of this is
expressed as Kgm/s

Vertical Jump
Test
(cm)

Games such as Rugby
Triple Jump
Throwing events in
athletics

Gives the performer a fast burst of force.
Eg. A rugby player would be more likely to
burst through a tackle. A thrower would use
power in their legs and arms to propel the
object further.

C

Co-ordination

The smooth flow of movement needed
to perform a motor task efficiently and
accurately

Wall Throw
Test

Dance
Karate
Tennis, Badminton,
Squash

Allows the person to do more than one
task at a time efficiently. E.g. Running and
hitting a ball in tennis.

B

Balance

The ability to maintain centre of mass
over a base of support. A gymnast uses
static balance when doing a headstand
(no movement) and Dynamic balance
whilst doing a cartwheel (movement)

Standing Stork

Gymnastics
Dance
Rugby, Netball, Hockey

Eg. A gymnast can hold a handstand in a
STATIC balance. DYNAMIC balance ensures a
netballer doesn’t fall over when moving.

R

Reaction Time

The time taken for a performer to
respond to a stimulus and the initiation
of their response

Ruler Drop

Sprinter (start)
Tennis (returning a shot)
Basketball, Football

Allows a person to react quickly and
outwit or out sprint an opponent. E.g. a
sprinter reacting to the gun.

A

Agility

The ability of a sports performer to
quickly and precisely move or change
direction without losing balance or
time

Illinois Agility
Test (secs)

Netball, Rugby, Football
Volleyball
Gymnast

Allows people to change direction quickly.
E.g. receiving a pass, step past an opponent
or change direction in a gymnastic floor
routine

Y7 Art

Project overview.
Your first project in Art at Cansfield
will focus on a range of mark making
drawing skills. You will then develop
your observational drawing, use of
colour and pattern, when focusing on
the cultural aspects of an India
Elephant festival. All the skills and
knowledge in this organiser will aid
your understanding of this project.

Mark Marking skills.
Practice the skills!
Produce an observational drawing of your hand
and decorate your drawing with Henna patterns
taken from the images above. Don’t draw
around your hand, observe it and then draw it!

Watch and learn.
The Elephant Festival Jaipur 2012.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spJqj_RtDwc

The Elephant Festival Jaipur.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pki3GGN8IK4

Mark making skills, texture.

Practice the skills!
Draw some boxes and practice your control of mark
making by copying the different drawing skills above.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5ZHuaQw3PU

Mark making skills, cross-hatching.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjsi4k2WDms

Pattern making skills, Henna.
This wonderful elephant drawing was produced using a range of mark making
skills. How many different ones can you see? Now practice by drawing the
elephant yourself and include all the various mark making!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3AQ8U2wqYc

Y7 Design Technology: Materials

Y7 Design Technology: Textiles

Y7 IMedia

Y7 Hospitality and Catering
Personal safety in
the kitchen!
•
•
•
•
•

Long hair must be tied back
neatly.
No jewellery to be worn.
White aprons must be
worn.
No nail polish or false nails.
Hands must be washed
with antibacterial soap
and hot water.

Food safety!
•
•
•
•
•

Use the correct
coloured chopping
boards.
Always use equipment
safely and correctly.
Ensure all food is
cooked fully and to
above 75C.
Store raw and cooked
foods separately.
Do not allow cross
contamination to take
place.

Useful websites:
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eatwell/the-eatwell-guide/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=nkVY08aqC28

